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Iron Maiden, prototype catwalk jewellery 
piece using reclaimed materials. Inspired by 
Top Shop fashion trends and classic toys and 
games. This shoulder piece juxtaposes vibrant 
colour and industrial effect MECCANO to 
create a striking mock up.  



Iron Maiden catwalk jewellery piece, 
inspired by Top Shop fashion trends and 
classic toys and games. Asymmetrical 
shoulder piece made from the iconic toy 
MECCANO developed in 1908.    



Conceptual lighting project inspired by the London Underground. Ten 
coloured rods housed inside plastic hose featuring a plumen bulb 
suspended from a red flex.  



Conceptual lighting project inspired by the London tube map. Made 
up of 6mm circular steel rod, bent and welded into position as an 
industrial style London tube map. The design features three quad 
loop filament bulbs projecting a shadow across an intended space.  



Launching a new range of furniture working alongside 
bespoke designer and manufacturer, Rough Living, 
using reclaimed car parts.  



Registration plate stool prototype, intended for use in bars and 
restaurants as well as domestic use in ‘lads pads’ and apartments. 
Simple steel frame with three legs, a circular footrest and a 
reclaimed registration plate back rest.   



Coffee table manufactured using 
reclaimed brake disks supporting an 
8mm smoked glass oval top. Made up of 
three sections bound together by a 
length of chain on assembly.  



Four up-cycled Prince of Wales dining 
chairs forming part of the 
Anthropologie Display Project. Rubbed 
down and reupholstered to give a 
rustic aesthetic.  



Display stand manufactured using an up-
cycled dining set and steel frame base 
inspired by bespoke furniture designer and 
manufacture, Rough Living.  



Display stand manufactured using an up-
cycled dining set and steel frame base 
inspired by bespoke furniture designer and 
manufacture, Rough Living.  



Two tier table and pallet wood box used to raise elements of 
the display to eye level and aid user interaction. Constructed 
using a Rough Living style steel frame and up cycled dining 
table.  
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